The existence of weak angle together with leptonchadron symmetry reflects a fundamental structure of constituents of hadron. The weak angle was formulated in the modified Nagoya modeln in terms of configuration of leptons in the constituents of hadron. Cabibbo 2 ' proposed the octet current hypothesis and introduced the weak angle through the rotation of primary current above "7" -axis in the SU (3) space. On the other hand, it has been pointed out that the weak angle can be also introduced through the rotation about "10"-axiss> in the U( 4) space as well as about "7" -axis. This paper is concerned with a possible determination of weak angle in the quartet scheme.
In the framework of triplet scheme, a few attempts to determine the weak angle have been proposed. They suggest that (1) the weak angle is related to the suppression of divergences 4 ' ("principle of zero"), (2) the weak angle is related to SU(2) X SU(2) breakdown and the pion mass. 5 ' Unfortunately, "principle of zero" approach becomes trivial in the quartet scheme. 6 ' Then, we will assume in this paper that the weak angle and SU(2) X SU(2) breakdown derive from a common origin in the U( 4) space. It is known in the framework of triplet scheme that this assumption leads to the appearence of charge-independence violating term Us together "with that of non-diagonal mass term u 6• Recently, Palmer has introduced the concept of "orbit shift" of unitary group and formally removed the Ua term.7) On the other hand, the Us term remains too large about by a factor of four compared with estimates obtained from p-n/A-p and K+-K_O mass differences.8' Further, the hope of explaining the 1j~37! decay rate with this large Us term 9 ' has been recently disproved. 10 ' In this paper, we will extend Palmer's formulation to the quartet scheme and reexamine the possibility that the weak angle and SU(2) X SU(2) breakdown de- rive from a common origin. In our analyses, it is shown that the difficulty concerned with u8 term can be eliminated if an appropriate value ,of mass term of fourth quark is assumed .. This value is in good agreement with a preliminary analysis of mass of super hadrons. Simultaneously, the angles corresponding to the rotation about "7"-and "10"-axes are determined. Then, discussion of the origin of "orbit shift" is given.
In § 2, the introduction of weak angle in the U( 4) space is formulated and the relation between this formulation and lepton-hadron symmetry picture is discussed. Section 3 is devoted to a determination of weak angle in the quartet scheme.
Discussion is given in § 4. § 2. Formulation of the weak angle in the U(4) space
In the U(4) space, there is a freedom of rotation about "10"-axis as well as about "7" -axis. Then, in general, the weak angle in the U( 4) space is introduced through the difference of t_hese rotation angles.
For the weak and electromagnetic currents, let us assume the primary forms,
where Ji (i=1, 2,-··, 15) and J 0 are 15-current and 1-current respectively.*> They satisfy the commutation relation
where Fi (t) is the generator of U( 4) group and ~Jk is the structur~ coefficient.ll)
Then, operating our general rotation on the primary currents, the physical currents are obtained,
where 
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In order to see the relation between our formulation and the leptdn-hadron symmetry picture, we will represent the current and generator in terms of the fundamental quartet q = (p0, no, Ao, Co),
where 0 represents an appropriate combination of r-m:atrices. Further, we will assume that the fundamental quartet obeys the anti-commutation relation .
. to relate a lepton current to the hadron current in the U( 4) space. Thus, our formulation is exactly equivalent to the lepton-hadron symmetry scheme as far as the weak current is concerned. § 3. Breaking of SU(2) XSU(2) symmetry and the weak angle
The weak, electromagnetic, and semistrong interactions of hadroris define, through their U( 4) breaking, a U( 4)frame orientation for the description of purelv hadronic processes. Regarding that these "external"-field directions provide a coordinate system with which to probe the energy density of hadron, H. (8p, (}n) , let us consider a theory in which H, (8P, (}n) continuously evolves from H, (0, 0).
H,(8p,8n)=J<[H,(O,O)].
(3·1)' Following Palmer, we will assume the existence of "orbit shift" of unitary group
H. (8p, (}n)
where G(81>, (}n) is orbit shift, which is interpreted to originate in an interplay of weak, electromagnetic and semistrong interactions. Under the appropriate ·condi-tion similar to Palmer's one, Eq. (3·2) can be rewitten as
where P is the projection operator on both the hyper-charge Y and super-charge Z conserving subspace. We now consider the prediction of Eq. 
Further, we will assume that the charge independence holds exactly in the strong interaction es=O.
By making use of Eqs. (3 · 7) r-J (3 ·12), we obtain en= +11.1°. Then, we obtain*> .,
and
d=30. (3 ·15)
It should be noted that this value**> 1s consistent with the one11l expected from an analysis of Niu's particle. 16 > This is also consistent with the recent feeling that the mass of super-hadrons will be fairly large***> in an interpretation of ?Jf events. § 4. Discussion
In this paper, we have examined the possibility that the weak angle and the chiral SU(2) XSU(2) breakdown derive from a common origin. We have shown that in the quartet scheme the difficulty concerned with u3-term can be removed if an appropriate value of mass term of fourth quark is assumed. This value is consistent with preliminary analyses of mass of super hadrons. In this conclusion, however, the introduction of orbit shift term remains as an important assumption. If the orbit shift originates in the interplay of weak, electromagnetic and semistrong interact:ons, an explicit mechanism of this interplay may be clarified as the origins of structure of these interactions and their inter-relations are gradually disclosed.
A remarkable model 17 > connected with this problem is that the total Hamiltonian of strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions is invariant under "the lefthanded SU(2)" of the weak currents, which is however spontaneously broken.
If we take this model, the existence of non-diagonal mass terms will be justified.
That is, the Hamiltonian of fundamental quartet have generally non-diagonal mass terms after the spontaneous breakdown, and (}P and (}n are determined by the diagonalization condition. of mass terms. If we assume this mechanism, our model corresponds to imposing a special condition on the most general SU(2) dnvariant Hamiltonian of fundamental quartet. It will be also possible to pursue similar possibilities independently of the gauge theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions.
Finally, it should be emphasized that search for super-hadrons and estimate of magnitude of u3-term will make the values of our determination more accurate.
